RESERVATION FORM FOR GUIDED TOURS
Every day at the Museo Enzo Ferrari in Modena it is possible to book a guided tour to the
whole exposition: it is journey through the Ferrari Myth, that explains to the visitor the history of
the founder Enzo Ferrari, the successes of the Formula 1 and that illustrates the new exhibitions,
the models exposed and the thematic shows.
The guided tour lasts about 1 hour.
It costs 150 EUR (vat-free), besides the entry price.
It must be reserved one week before the visit.
We suggest a maximum of 25-30 visitors each guide.
Fill in the form to book a guided tour to the Museo:
Name of the group

Reference

N. visitors

Phone number

Date of the visit

E-mail address (of the requester)

Time of the visit*

N. guides*

Language of the guide (cross the language you are interested to):*

/

Italian

French

Russian

English

F Spanish

German

Arabic

v Portuguese

Japanese

v
v Chinese

Guide/s (and tickets) must preferably be prepaid by bank transfer or on entry by cash or credit
card (VISA, American Express, Mastercard, Diners).
Heading of the company (mandatory for completing the reservation) **
Please fill in with the heading of the company (company name, address, VAT number) If you are
not a company, indicate however name, surname, address and fiscal code of a group leader.

* An external agency supplies the Museo with all the guides that are properly informed about the current exhibition and all the news
introduced. We need the exact time of the visit, because each guide is specifically booked for the group that presents the request. The
group must cancel the reservation by both phone and e-mail before 6:00PM of the day prior to the visit, otherwise the Museo will have
to charge the cost of the guide/s booked on the group.
In case of non-availability of the guide/s, the Museo can cancel the guide reservation (by previously contacting the customer) also if
already confirmed.

Date and signature
………………………………
** Processing of personal data:
Musei Ferrari, pursuant to and in accordance with article 13 of Legislative Decree 196/2003 (so-called Privacy Code), inform the
applicant that the data submitted will be processed for the only purpose of booking tours in the Modena and Maranello museums and
fulfilling the relevant administrative and invoicing obligations.

The guided tour is held to be automatically booked unless a fax, e-mail or telephone communication otherwise is sent by
the Museo Enzo Ferrari to the number/address indicated in the form
Museo Enzo Ferrari
Via Paolo Ferrari, 85 – 41121 Modena (MO)
Tel. 059.4397979 – fax 059.245267
E-mail: biglietteriamef@ferrari.com Sito Web: www.museiferrari.com

MUSEI FERRARI EXPERIENCE:
TWO PATHS, ONE TRUE PASSION

Effective from January 2018, visiting both MUSEI FERRARI, the Museo Enzo Ferrari in
Modena and the Museo Ferrari in Maranello, will be better value for money

In addition to the special rate of the CUMULATIVE ENTRANCE TICKET (€26 per person
instead of €32), discover also the new CUMULATIVE GUIDED TOUR at the attractive
rate of €250 instead of €300.

Museo Enzo Ferrari – Modena

Museo Ferrari – Maranello

Current exhibitions in Modena
The exhibition “Il Rosso e il Rosa” details that deep and abiding bond through
models from every decade driven by exceptional women - stars of stage,
screen and sport, even royalty.

Current exhibitions in Maranello
The exhibition “Under the Skin” tells the Ferrari creative and engineering development
process along its history, while the exhibition “Rosso Infinito” celebrates the Prancing
Horse’s 70 years of history with some of the most exclusive road cars and racers
designed in Maranello.

Museo Enzo Ferrari
Via Paolo Ferrari, 85 – 41121 Modena (MO)
Tel. 059.4397979 – fax 059.245267
E-mail: biglietteriamef@ferrari.com Sito Web: www.museiferrari.com

